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As the top predator in African ecosystems, lions have lost more than 90% of their historical range, and few countries possess strong evidence for stable populations. Translocations (broadly defined here as the capture and movement of lions for various management purposes) have become an increasingly popular action for this species, but the wide array of lion translocation rationales and subsequent conservation challenges stemming from poorly conceived or unsuitable translocations warrants additional standardized evaluation and guidance. At their best, translocations fill a key role in comprehensive strategies aimed at addressing the threats facing lions and fostering the recovery of wild populations in their historic range. At their worst, translocations can distract from addressing the major threats to wild populations and habitats, divert scarce funding from more valuable conservation actions, exacerbate conflict with humans in recipient sites, disrupt local lion demography, and undermine the genetic integrity of wild lion populations in both source and recipient sites. In the interest of developing best practice guidelines for deciding when and how to conduct lion translocations, we discuss factors to consider when determining whether a translocation is of conservation value, introduce a value assessment for translocations, and provide a decision matrix to assist practitioners in improving the positive and reducing the negative outcomes of lion translocation.
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1. Introduction

Being the top carnivore in African ecosystems, lions (Panthera leo) provide important ecological, economic, and cultural value (Wolf and Ripple, 2018). Despite this, lions have lost more than 90% of their historical range, and in most countries, show evidence of continued population decline (Riggio et al., 2013; Bauer et al., 2015; Riggio et al., 2016). An array of anthropogenic factors has driven these dynamics (Bauer et al., 2020); thus, integrated, and comprehensive conservation actions are needed to address these declines. Common causes of decline include the loss of habitat, prey depletion due to bushmeat poaching, inappropriate hunting quota setting, mortalities of lions due to persecution associated with human-lion conflict, snaring by-catch and increasingly, targeted poaching of lions for their body parts (Henschel et al., 2014; Bauer et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2017; Lindsey et al., 2017; Everatt et al., 2019; Jacobsen et al., 2020; Williams et al., 2021). However, when lions, as well as their habitat and prey are well-protected, the species recovers rapidly (Riggio et al., 2013; Miller and Funston, 2014; Lindsey et al., 2017; Mweetwa et al., 2018). Recovery or re-establishment of lion populations can be supported through translocations by introducing individuals into an existing population, or into an area where they have been locally extirpated (Briers-Louw et al., 2019). Although the opportunities to utilize translocations for this goal are still very limited (Hunter et al., 2007), there are increasing instances in Africa where conservation challenges that caused lions to be locally extirpated are being addressed (Hodgetts et al., 2018), creating potentially suitable habitat for reintroducing them. South Africa was pioneering in this regard and has an established metapopulation of lions in small, fenced reserves that rely on translocations to mimic natural systems within a metapopulation, including dispersal and gene flow (Funston, 2008; Slotow and Hunter, 2009; Miller et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2015). Translocations since the early 1990s have re-established wild lions in >50 sites in South Africa (Miller et al., 2013; Miller and Funston, 2014). Recent high-profile examples have also resulted in the translocation of lions into countries where the species had been completely extirpated, including reintroduction of lions into Majete Game Reserve and Liwonde National Park in Malawi, and Akagera National Park in Rwanda (Briers-Louw et al., 2019), and a reintroduction is also planned for Bateke National Park in Gabon for 2022.

Indeed, lion translocations sometimes occur across multiple countries or regions and are becoming increasingly common.
Throughout Africa (Wolf and Ripple, 2018; Bertola et al., 2022). There are a variety of motivations for translocations, including restoration of locally extirpated populations or augmentation of existing populations, human-lion conflict mitigation, re-establishing populations for tourism purposes, and for a range of other commercial, personal, ethical, and financially motivated reasons (Table 1; Standier, 1990; Funston et al., 2001; Hunter et al., 2007; Trinkel et al., 2008; Miller and Funston, 2014; Morapedi et al., 2021). Substantial guidance exists to ensure translocations benefit the conservation of species and habitats (IUCN/SSC, 1998; Pérez et al., 2012; IUCN/SSC, 2013; IUCN/SSC, 2018; Soorae, 2018; Berger-Tal et al., 2019). For example, the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) has produced comprehensive protocols for conservation translocations, which they define as “the deliberate movement of organisms from one site for release in another. It must be intended to yield a measurable conservation benefit at the level of a population, species or ecosystem and not only provide benefit to translocated individuals” (IUCN/SSC, 2013). However, many lion translocations have not considered or followed the IUCN best practice guidelines for conserving species and habitats (Bauer et al., 2018; Bertola et al., 2022). Reasons for this are variable; often decision-making is required urgently, leading to suboptimal decisions; international collaboration is usually insufficient; suboptimal source animals are readily available versus suitable wild individuals; and translocations are often driven by a need to remove lions from a source population (e.g., problem animals, metapopulation surpluses) rather than the needs of the recipient area and population. This is a concern because it undermines the potential conservation value of such endeavors, by devaluing translocation benefits, producing adverse welfare outcomes for lions and people at release sites, and posing a risk of introducing animals of inappropriate genetic composition (Slotow and Hunter, 2009; Bertola et al., 2022).

A recent study evaluating CITES permit data for lions translocated between countries from 1988-2019 found that 848 out of 1056 individuals (80%) were listed as ‘captive-sourced’ on the permit, referring mostly to intensively managed lion populations, not to be confused with captive-bred lions for body parts or canned hunting purposes (Williams and ‘t Sas-Rolfes, 2019), for which the origin could be traced for only 76 individuals (7%). Since the genetic background of the remaining individuals was unknown, these translocations (73%) were categorized as ‘unsuitable’, where preserving genetic integrity within naturally occurring clades of wild lions was the primary criterion (Bertola et al., 2022). Given that genetic diversity is directly related to persistence and resilience of populations, and that the local adaptations of lion populations evolved over millennia and are not fully understood, genetic considerations are important. Translocations disregarding genetic

### Table 1. Primary reasons for lion translocations. There is a wide array of rationales for translocating lions, encompassing a wide range of ecological, management, financial and personal objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rationale for Translocation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reintroduction</td>
<td>Translocating lions into areas they historically occurred but have been extirpated</td>
<td>(Hayward et al., 2007; Hunter et al., 2007; Tambling et al., 2015; Wolf and Ripple, 2018; Briers-Louw et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apex predator restoration</td>
<td>Translocating lions to restore the functional ecological role of natural apex predators</td>
<td>Tambling et al., 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metapopulation management</td>
<td>Translocating lions into/out of populations to mimic the natural metapopulation processes of immigration, emigration, births and deaths</td>
<td>(Funston, 2008, Slotow and Hunter, 2009; Hayward and Kerley, 2009; Trinkel et al., 2010, Miller et al., 2013; Ferreira and Hofmeyr, 2014; Miller et al., 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic Rescue/Augmentation</td>
<td>Translocating lions to mitigate negative fitness effects resulting from inbreeding by addition of new individuals, hereby increasing genetic diversity</td>
<td>(Druce et al., 2004; Trinkel et al., 2008; Trinkel et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overpopulation management</td>
<td>Translocating individual lions from populations at or over carrying capacity</td>
<td>Kettles and Slotow, 2009; Slotow and Hunter, 2009; Miller et al., 2013; Miller and Funston, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protecting prey populations</td>
<td>Translocating lions from populations to mitigate predation impacts on herbivore populations</td>
<td>(Kettles and Slotow, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal/financial</td>
<td>Translocating individuals into areas for political, personal or financial gain</td>
<td>(Slotow and Hunter, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private reserves</td>
<td>Translocation of wild or captive-raised lions to private reserves to introduce or augment populations for eco-tourism</td>
<td>(Slotow and Hunter, 2009; Mossaz et al., 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunting</td>
<td>Translocating lions into hunting concessions for purposes of trophy hunting</td>
<td>(Williams and ‘t Sas-Rolfes, 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td>Translocating lions into safari tourism areas intending to increase tourism as a result</td>
<td>(Mossaz et al., 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem Animals</td>
<td>Translocation of problem lions (usually livestock predation) away from areas of conflict</td>
<td>(Standier, 1990; Linnell et al., 1997; Morapedi et al., 2021)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
differentiation between populations, risk leading to homogenization, outbreeding depression, and overall loss of diversity. However, it could be argued that genetic suitability should be a consideration only after the rationale for a translocation is clearly established. The wide array of lion translocation rationales (Table 1) and subsequent outcomes stemming from poorly conceived or unsuitable translocations warrants additional standardized evaluation and guidance beyond genetic considerations (Bertola et al., 2022).

While lions are translocated for several reasons, perhaps of greater consideration is that the decision to translocate is often taken within financial and political constraints, with limited time and resources available and regularly in a reactive (e.g., reserve-to-reserve level management), rather than proactive context (e.g., coordinated, long-term and range-wide management strategies). For instance, the drive to translocate often stems from management issues in a source population, such as through the removal of damage-causing animals or surplus pressure in the metapopulation, rather than from the needs of the recipient area or population (Slotow and Hunter, 2009). Lions are deeply charismatic, making for good publicity and tourism value, but their size, breeding success and rate of consumption also places significant pressure on reserve capacity and stocking costs – a difficult balance to manage in smaller, less well-resourced reserves (Miller et al., 2013; Miller and Funston, 2014). In addition, range-wide strategies are currently restricted by a general lack of collaboration (e.g., countries refusing to provide suitable stock to neighboring countries) and compromised policy (e.g., it is easier to acquire captive-bred lions from elsewhere (Williams and ’t Sas-Rolfes, 2019). The interplay of such factors has often and will continue to lead to suboptimal translocation decisions without range-wide consideration, standardized protocols, and a unified strategy for the species (Hodgetts et al., 2018; Bauer et al., 2018; Bauer et al., 2020).

Ideally, translocations should serve a pivotal role in a holistic and comprehensive strategy targeted toward mitigating the threats facing lions and encouraging the recovery of wild populations. At their worst, translocations can distract from addressing the real threats to wild populations and habitats, divert scarce funding from more useful conservation actions, exacerbate conflict with humans and livestock, and undermine the genetic integrity of wild lion populations, among other impacts (Figure 1). Toward developing systematic protocols and decision-making tools for deciding when and how to conduct lion translocations, we summarize the essential factors to consider when determining whether a translocation is of conservation value, introduce a value assessment for future translocations, and provide a decision matrix for managers to consider for improving lion management and conservation outcomes (Figure 2).

![FIGURE 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)

Potential negative conservation impacts of poorly-conceived lion translocations.
2. Factors determining the value of lion translocation as a conservation action

Multiple, inter-related factors affect the likelihood of translocation success, and even more so, whether such intervention is of conservation value to the species. The following section summarizes important factors to consider in determining whether a lion translocation is advisable, and provides zero, moderate and high value scenarios for each (Table 2).

2.1. Translocation (recipient) site factors

2.1.1. Prospects for natural or assisted recovery and recolonization

As remaining lion habitat continues to diminish, there is an increasing focus on retaining existing diversity and ensuring viable lion populations through connectivity, natural recovery, and local recolonization wherever possible (Soorae, 2018; Berger-Tal et al., 2019). From an ecological perspective, natural recovery, or recolonization without translocations from other populations is ideal and should always remain a top priority, as this ensures that site and population-specific diversity is retained and has benefits far beyond single species (Lindsey et al., 2017; Bauer et al., 2020). Importantly, the pervasive influence of humans on virtually all remaining lion populations means that natural recovery or recolonization of lions is only possible where significant management interventions (e.g., robust law enforcement, protection, community engagement, land-use planning, and human-lion conflict mitigation) are already in place or can be put in place. We make a distinction here between that scenario (i.e., what we term assisted recovery: natural recovery assisted by management interventions creating suitable conditions) versus resorting to translocations. Nevertheless, even where a strong management presence is in place, the time needed to restore connectivity or allow for natural recovery may be several decades and prohibitive, populations may be too small or not genetically viable, and in some cases this will be impossible. Translocations should therefore clearly evaluate the need against the potential for natural recovery and recolonization, providing clear justification why a translocation is needed in this specific context. The value of translocation is therefore potentially greatest where the prospect for recovery and recolonization can be shown to be very low or non-existent.

![Decision tree for evaluating the conservation value of lion translocations.](FIGURE 2)
2.1.2. Have the factors that extirpated or reduced lions been adequately addressed?

Range-wide analyses have identified bushmeat poaching and retaliatory killing of lions due to human-lion conflict as the two most serious threats to African lion populations (Lindsey et al., 2017; Bauer et al., 2020). Because of their high-profile public appeal (i.e., charisma) and immediate impact, translocations are generally popular and relatively easy to generate financial and public support for compared to other actions such as human-lion conflict mitigation, law enforcement, land-use planning, and other comprehensive and long-term strategies fundamental to securing lion populations and their habitat. However, translocations are strongly discouraged if the underlying threats that led to lion extirpation or decline in the first place have not been addressed.

A comprehensive evaluation and understanding of the factors leading to lion disappearance or decline in an ecosystem should be undertaken, and programs should be implemented to address and control these threats, with clear evidence of success before a translocation is considered. Serious consideration must also be given as to whether translocation is the best tool available to address population or ecosystem recovery. While conservation translocations can play an important role in lion conservation, it is worth noting that the most urgent threat assessments and management or action plans do not identify an urgent need for reintroductions or augmentations of lions; instead, these plans emphasize the need to address the underlying causes of decline or extirpation (Bauer et al., 2020).

Fragmentation of habitat (e.g., through fencing, land transformation, change in land use, human encroachment, and human population increases) may result in conservation areas that are too small for long-term lion population viability (Björklund, 2003). These areas can still be considered for translocations if a long-term connectivity plan, such as a managed metapopulation or corridor creation through functional zonation and ecological restoration, is in place to link isolated populations to each other or to larger populations. The first approach has been applied to wild dogs, cheetahs, and lions in southern Africa, mainly South Africa (Supplementary Material, Davies-Mostert et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2015; Buk et al., 2018). There is a growing body of literature dedicated to the management of fragmented populations and negative fitness trends because of low genetic heterozygosity that can be reversed by genetic rescue (Frankham et al., 2017; Ralls et al., 2018; Frankham et al., 2019; Ralls et al., 2020). Genetic rescue of the isolated lion population in Hluhluwe-iMfolozi Park, for instance, has shown that heterozygosity, and thus resilience,

| TABLE 2 Factors to consider for assessing the conservation value of translocations. |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Conservation Value of Translocation Consideration** | **Zero Conservation Value** | **Low Conservation Value** | **High Conservation Value** |
| **RECIPIENT SITE CONSIDERATIONS** | | | |
| Natural recolonization or assisted recovery | High chance | Medium chance | No chance |
| Lion population | At or close to capacity* | Under capacity/naturally increasing | Extirpated/greatly reduced |
| Prey availability | Low-very low | Reduced/slowly recovering | Surplus |
| Level of threat | High | Low to Medium | Controlled |
| Human & livestock presence | High | Medium | Low/absent |
| **ORIGIN OF TRANSLOCATED LIONS** | | | |
| Wild vs captive | Captive-origin | Captive-origin when suitable wild founders are unavailable | Wild |
| Genetic alignment with naturally occurring clades | Distant wild populations, Unknown origin, Hybrids between clades. | Regionally adjacent wild clade | Wild population from within same clade. |
| Problem animals | Known killers of people. Long-term habitual livestock killers | First-case/non-habitual livestock killers | Dispersing animals prior to evidence of conflict |
| **GOVERNANCE CONSIDERATIONS** | | | |
| Consistent with National Strategic plan/ equivalent | No | Partially | Yes |
| Long-term management capacity/resources in place | No | Partially | Yes |
| Community Engagement and Support Plan | No | Partially | Yes |

*Capacity, as dictated by current factors; see the text for explanation. The ideal translocation scenario in maximizing the potential conservation value is one in which the status of every factor is high value. Such a situation is elusive in the real world, where translocation is likely to be undertaken under a mixed high and low value scenario. Zero value scenarios, particularly in site considerations and the use of problem animals as founders have elevated risks of failure of translocation and are best avoided (see the text for exceptions on problem animals).
can be increased through introduction of genetically diverse individuals (Trinkel et al., 2008; Miller et al., 2020). As fragmentation of lion habitat increases, mimicking natural movements through translocations to ensure genetic integrity and long-term survival of isolated populations will likely be increasingly necessary. This should not detract from efforts to increase and secure lion habitat and improve connectivity between isolated populations, but it can be a useful tool to supplement these efforts, even as a short-term measure.

2.1.3. Presence and ecological carrying capacity of lions at the translocation (recipient) site

Knowing the status of lions at a proposed translocation site is essential for assessing the conservation value of translocation. Translocation has considerably greater conservation value where lions are absent or limited due to the presence of dispersing males, which can travel hundreds of kilometers from resident populations (Dolrenry et al., 2014). Where lions are already resident, there are many more factors to consider ensuring high conservation value, foremost the ability of a lion population to absorb translocated individuals. The current and potential ecological carrying capacity for lions at the translocation (recipient) site is an important factor here. If lions are at or near carrying capacity at the site (defined as both suitable and sufficient space, habitat, and prey available), a translocation will be of minimal value. This scenario is likely to create problems for both resident and translocated animals, as there are simply insufficient resources (e.g., space, prey, and mates) for additional lions. Within the population, incoming individuals, particularly males, can kill cubs and disrupt pride dynamics (Borrego et al., 2018). In the broader ecological context, they can create problems for surrounding communities and livestock should lions become displaced or disperse in search of available space, prey or breeding opportunities (see below). Critically, this situation often applies in depleted lion populations; that is, even a population well below its natural carrying capacity may have reached the limits imposed by current prey or habitat availability, and thus cannot accommodate translocated individuals until those conditions change in a direction that fosters population growth. In this case, investing additional resources to significantly reduce any remaining threats at the destination site and to restore prey populations for several years prior to release (depending on the degree of depletion). Closely related to ecological carrying capacity is the size of the recipient area in which the translocations will occur. The area must be large enough to hold a viable population, and the potential for anthropogenic edge effects from conflict and poaching must be mitigated. If areas are small and surrounded by human-dominated landscapes they are likely to require fencing, and intensive metapopulation management to ensure viability (Appendix A, Slotow and Hunter, 2009, see below).

2.1.4. Prey availability

One of the key determinants of lion carrying capacity is the availability of wild prey (Schaller, 1972). Prey depletion, particularly of preferred larger species such as buffalo, has been shown to not only reduce the density of lions and reduce cub recruitment and pride sizes (Vinks et al., 2021), but can also increase prey base homogenization and niche compression, with a multitude of effects on lion energetics, interspecific competition, and snaring by-catch susceptibility (Creel et al., 2018). It is important that there is a sufficient and suitable prey base to sustain a lion population and minimize the probability of translocated animals roaming and preying upon livestock in nearby human-dominated landscapes (Trinkel and Angelici, 2016; Kettles and Slotow, 2009). Problematically, many areas with a suitable prey base already support a corresponding density of lions (Lindsey et al., 2017), so the mere presence of abundant prey does not necessarily increase the value of a potential translocation given the constraints of ecological carrying capacity.

2.1.5. Human-livestock dimensions

Considerations of the human community dynamics within or surrounding the translocation site are critical to assessing its conservation value (Treves and Karanth, 2003; Kettles and Slotow, 2009; Bavin et al., 2020). Some degree of conflict between people and reintroduced lions is likely, even if it only occurs many years post-release, and a proactive mitigation plan must be in place before lions are released (Jacobsen et al., 2020). This applies whether people and livestock are living within the release site, or outside it. If the release site is small and surrounded by high densities of people, fencing may be required to prevent potential conflict with people and livestock, and corresponding high rates of anthropogenic mortality of lions (Bauer et al., 2020). In most instances, especially where people live in or near the protected area (PA), consulting local leadership and communities and obtaining support for the reintroduction is advisable at minimum and often necessary to ensure optimal outcomes (see below, Treves and Karanth, 2003). In addition, long-term engagement, and if appropriate, support, for communities potentially impacted by the translocation should be obligatory (Bavin et al., 2020). This is particularly important in areas where lion have been extirpated long ago, and local knowledge on coexistence has been lost and requires work with community elders to reimplement traditional coexistence measures.

2.2. Origins of translocated lions

2.2.1. Wild versus captive origins

The use of captive-bred or captive-raised lions (including orphaned cubs) for reintroduction in southern Africa has been
extensively analyzed and rejected (Hunter et al., 2013). There are considerable risks associated with such reintroductions, including potential inbreeding deficits (Boakes et al., 2007; Leberg and Firman, 2007), a lack of clarity regarding the genetic origin of captive animals (Williams et al., 2021), elevated risks that they are habituated to humans and thus create hazards for local people (Shepherd et al., 2014), and evidence that they are poorly equipped to live in nature compared to their wild-born counterparts (Jule et al., 2008). As summarized by Hunter et al. (2013), “for every objective criterion by which reintroductions are planned and evaluated, wild lions are better candidates for increasing the likelihood of success”. In general, there is no shortage of sites from which wild-born lions can be sourced without impacts on the source population, and thus very little need to rely on captive-bred animals for reintroductions. An important exception may apply in rare cases where suitable wild founders are not available, for example, in ensuring a close genetic match of a restored population (e.g., in West Africa, see genetic considerations). In this case, well-managed ex-situ populations could represent a viable source, although apart from the Indian population, the northern subspecies of lion (P. leo leo) is barely represented in accredited zoos (Bertola et al. in prep.) and source animals are undesirable from commercial lion breeding operations (e.g. for body parts and ‘canned’ trophy hunting). Even so, resorting to the use of captive-born or raised lions will significantly raise both risks of failure and the costs of implementation, and should be regarded as low value.

2.2.2. Genetic considerations

Genetic considerations are outlined extensively in Bertola et al. (2022), and we do not add to this except to emphasize that translocations should adhere to the decision matrix for suitable genetic clades. We should avoid the risk of homogenization, which may occur when ignoring known patterns of genetic diversity (Olden et al., 2004; Gippoliti et al., 2018). As ongoing developments in genetic technology will likely continue to make differences between populations more apparent and may also provide insight into the importance of local adaptation, a useful ‘rule of thumb’ is to be cautious and to source populations as close to the target area as is possible, while adhering to identified boundaries delineating different genetic clades (Bertola et al., 2022). We acknowledge difficulties in sourcing nearest populations (e.g., translocations in Rwanda and Malawi), particularly between countries, and recommend one future component of lion action plans be greater cooperation between neighboring countries in assisting with suitable sourcing of animals for reintroduction. Lastly, given the rise in illegal trafficking of lion skins and other body parts (Everatt et al., 2019), wildlife forensics and anti-trafficking depend in part on the ability to trace seizures back to their source populations, for which genetics can be a useful tool. Failure to consider genetics in translocations can compromise these tracing efforts by mixing populations and weakening global anti-trafficking operations.

2.2.3. Translocation of problem lions

Wildlife authorities in Africa are often faced with unenviable choices when lions move into human-dominated landscapes lacking sufficient wild prey and begin preying upon livestock. In such instances, the choices are limited to 1) waiting it out and hoping the lions move on; 2) attempting to drive the lions from the area; 3) lethal control of some or all lions; or 4) translocation. A wildlife management authority adopting any of these options is likely to be heavily criticized by different stakeholders. Thus, translocation in such instances, while unlikely to meet the criteria outlined for a satisfactory outcome, may be seen as the least poor option. There are steps that can be taken to minimize the likelihood of such scenarios unfolding, including fencing of PAs bordering on conflict-prone communities, managing to prevent overabundance of lion population in PAs, establishing buffer zones around PAs and – most importantly – working with communities to minimize conflict and promote successful coexistence (see Lindsey et al., 2021 for examples). However, the reality is that due to increasingly fragmented lion distribution, increasingly incompatible land use practices surrounding PAs in many countries, and long-distance dispersal capabilities of lions, it is inevitable that lions will occasionally end up in areas unsuitable for their survival, and that in many such instances they will turn to livestock depredation for survival.

Translocation of problem or Damage-Causing Animals (DCAs) presents a particularly challenging scenario and requires careful consideration (Linnell et al., 1997). Relocation of problem lions is often used to address human-lion conflict but there is very limited evidence showing useful conservation outcomes (Weilenmann et al., 2010; Boast et al., 2016). While it might address the immediate and local conflict problem, the effect is typically temporary unless resources are invested in improving livestock husbandry and in other measures that reduce the opportunities for lions to become a problem in the first place (Morapedi et al., 2021). Translocating problem animals can also simply displace conflict to the recipient site, particularly where there are already resident lions, producing poor outcomes for both lions and human communities near the translocation site (Morapedi et al., 2021). This can often be the case on a small scale within an ecosystem, where problem lions are translocated back into national parks and into other areas, only to either return or cause problems elsewhere. In addition, aging lions can present additional problems regardless of wild prey abundance, as they can be prone to preying on livestock. Further research is needed on the efficacy of translocation for conflict mitigation but very careful scrutiny of both the individuals (especially in terms of their history of conflict-
causing behavior) and the recipient site is essential (Linnell et al., 1997), as well as understanding the drivers of human-lion conflict in the source area. This should be combined with strong human-lion conflict mitigation plans and strategies as part of a mandatory post-release monitoring framework to avoid simply displacing the problem to a different area. In general, translocations of problem animals, particularly into PAs with established lion populations, should be discouraged. While politically sensitive and often favored by politicians and wildlife authorities, lethal control should also still be considered in circumstances where other options have been exhausted, in cases of man-eating, and where translocation is a costly diversion of scarce conservation resources and likely to simply transfer the problem to the recipient site.

Problem lions may be candidates for translocations in exceptional circumstances, where recipient sites currently lack lions or have a minimal presence, and where livestock is largely absent. These circumstances exist in parts of Mozambique for example, where translocation of problem lions has been successful, both at the source site, where they were causing significant harm to livelihoods and would have likely been killed; and at the recipient site where they have mostly survived, having helped to re-establish new populations, and are unlikely to cause problems for local people (J. Almeida pers. comm., 2021). Similarly, sub-adult dispersers with a high potential for conflict-causing behavior along the edge of PAs were often prioritized for translocation efforts into fenced reserves in South Africa, resulting in population establishment and minimal conflict at the release sites (Hunter et al., 2007; Slotow and Hunter, 2009; Hunter et al., 2013).

2.3. Governance and management factors

2.3.1. Compatibility with conservation plans for lions

Given the array of anthropogenic threats facing lion populations, substantial amounts of time, expertise and resources have been invested in developing regional conservation strategies and national action plans (or their equivalent) for African lions. These strategies provide clear evaluations of the most important challenges and threats to lion conservation in any given area, the objectives and actions needed to address them, and are developed from comprehensive expert assessments and reviews of the status and threats to lions—at an international level through regional assessments and at a national and local level through national action and management plans (IUCN/SSC, 2006b; IUCN/SSC, 2018). Regional strategies exist for lions, and most range states have a national action plan or similar guiding documents (e.g., Packer et al., 2009; ZAWA, 2009; MDNPW, 2010; Funston and Levendal, 2015; ANAC, 2016; ZDNPW, 2016; ZPWMA, 2019). Translocations should therefore be considered in the context of whether they are in accordance with the objectives and actions highlighted by a given national action plan and regional strategy. It is worth noting that conservation translocations as a key action for lion conservation are not identified in regional strategies and most national action plans (but see Malawi (MDNPW, 2010), Mozambique (ANAC, 2016), and South Africa (Funston and Levendal, 2013). This is not surprising when one considers that the opportunities to restore wild lion populations are profoundly limited by the same anthropogenic pressures that have led to the species’ decline. Recognizing this, range state governments and practitioners have generally not regarded reintroduction as a high-value priority. Unfortunately, this may not prevent poorly conceived projects operating outside national priorities. For example, a commercial lion ‘reintroduction’ programme in Zambia and Zimbabwe benefited financially from portraying the countries’ lion populations as being in dire need of new, translocated individuals, yet the National Action Plans for lions in both countries make no mention of translocations as a key need for wild populations and habitats versus better resource protection and conflict mitigation (ZPWM, 2019; ZAWA, 2009, ZDNPW, 2021). While ecotourism benefits of wild lion populations are usually legitimate (Mossaz et al., 2015), financially driven operations such as cub-petting and cub-walking often tout these activities as supporting conservation through eventual translocation of lions into the wild; however, these programs provide no conservation benefit and can be detrimental for conservation of wild populations (Hunter et al., 2013). Similarly, lion translocations into trophy-hunting areas must be carefully assessed to ensure there is no conflict of interest between donors and management to ensure the aim of the action is conservation versus financial, as donors may be unaware that the population is intended to be harvested. Nevertheless, given the high-profile and appealing nature of translocations, they are often much easier to promote and fund than the less glamorous actions identified for lion conservation in regional and national plans. This disparity in favor of translocations can undermine legitimate conservation strategies, and often produces minimal to no long-term conservation value (Hunter et al., 2013).

2.3.2. Translocations should be well-planned and resourced with a long-term post-release management plan

Translocations can frequently be reactionary in their development and implementation, particularly in the case of conflict lions (see above). A translocation should clearly provide justification for why such action is necessary, how it complements national and regional strategies (see above) for addressing threats in the target system, and why translocation is
the best conservation action for the given population or ecosystem. Goals, objectives, justification, management actions, and timelines should all be included, as well as long-term post-release monitoring to evaluate success and progress toward goals and objectives (Berger-Tal et al., 2019). Evidence of sufficient resources and expertise to conduct all work, as well as a clear plan for and long-term commitment, should be provided prior to any action. Translocations should ideally utilize ‘soft-release’ methods (Hunter et al., 2007) and have adequate facilities and experienced, qualified personnel available for this work in advance and throughout the procedure, including post-release monitoring (van Dyk, 1997, Miller et al., 2013). The latter should not be short-term in nature (i.e., several weeks) but rather a commitment to intensive, long-term monitoring to confirm the success or failure of the translocation and avert any problems encountered. In addition, for areas that are severely depleted and unlikely to be supplemented by natural recolonization, or in highly fragmented landscapes where managed recolonization are necessary (Supplementary Material, Miller et al., 2015), a long-term translocation strategy should be implemented given that population viability will typically depend on the continued introduction of individuals over time (e.g., Miller et al., 2015). Similarly, it is essential to clearly articulate management options for rapid lion population growth that maximize conservation outcomes and reduce potential impacts on prey species and other biodiversity (Slotow and Hunter, 2009; Miller and Funston, 2014). Given the high profile and political considerations around translocations, proactive and consistent management will be necessary and may entail lethal intervention.

### 2.3.3. Community engagement and support plan

Lion translocations should always entail close collaboration with local wildlife authorities, and deep and long-term involvement of human communities near the release site. Even with extensive planning and consultation, anthropogenic mortality of reintroduced lions is likely in most settings (e.g. Hunter et al., 2007), and the human dimensions of lion restoration can easily jeopardize project success even where biological and technical considerations are met. Involving all potentially impacted communities well in advance of releases (e.g., three years, see Hunter et al., 2007) is the first step. Beyond that, a long-term commitment to communities with approaches that foster tolerance for reintroduced lions will contribute substantially to project success. Most importantly, the provision of training and resources for reducing sources of conflict with lions (e.g., by building night corrals/bomas for livestock and related husbandry measures that mitigate depredation) as well as a focus on providing skills training and employment associated with the project, e.g., in tourism, monitoring or research, should be regarded as essential.

### 3. Actionable recommendations & discussion

The conservation utility of translocations can be summarized thus:

**Scenario 1: High-value translocations (HVT)**

Suitable translocations are in line with the national action plan and regional strategy objectives for lion conservation. The translocations are into areas where the threats that led to lion declines or extirpation have been evaluated and have been or are being actively addressed and the potential for natural recolonization has been assessed and is not possible, or efforts at connectivity are concurrent but not likely to result in natural recolonization. There has been active involvement with government, partners and stakeholders and community attitudes toward translocations have been addressed with constant engagement and conflict mitigation measures. Translocated lions are from the nearest suitable wild population, matching genetic clades and source population stability. There is a clear translocation plan complete with rationale and post-release monitoring plans. The recipient site has adequate and suitable prey, and if problem lions are being translocated it is not into an area with lions already at or near carrying capacity, and livestock conflict potential is likely to be minimal. Translocations to assist connectivity between isolated populations within a managed metapopulation network (see Supplementary Material for more guidance), or as a less regular occurrence to fulfill genetic augmentation to avoid the need for genetic rescue efforts, are also suitable, provided they are part of a national action plan and regional strategy. If well managed, this can lead to additional strongholds for lions.

**Scenario 2: Low-value translocations (LVT)**

Passable lion translocations are into areas where such actions may not be necessary, but source animals are from suitable populations and genetic stock and the release site has suitable numbers of prey and the threats leading to population decline or extirpation have been evaluated and addressed. There is a clear reintroduction plan, a soft-release, and post-release monitoring. There is no relevant conservation plan to refer to, but the translocation would not contravene the factors outlined above. Another example might be the translocation of problem lions into suitable sites with no or low numbers of lions, far from communities and livestock populations, and where the causes...
for the initial extirpation or reduction of lion numbers have been addressed.

**Scenario 3: Zero-value translocations (ZVT)**

Unsuitable translocations would include any of the following factors: the source lions for translocations are captive bred, of distant (e.g., different subspecies) or unknown or unsuitable hybrid genetic stock, the threats that lead to lion declines or extirpation at the recipient site have not been evaluated and are not being addressed, or lions are being translocated and released within the same landscape as a reaction to conflict. Natural recovery and recolonization are probable or occurring without translocation of additional lions, and translocations are not in accordance with or undermine national action plans and regional conservation strategies for lions. Translocated lions having a history of conflict with livestock being released into areas with communities and livestock. The recipient site has a population at or near carrying capacity or high potential for conflict with surrounding communities and no human-wildlife conflict mitigation program has been implemented. Consultation with government wildlife agencies, partners, and stakeholders, and address of community attitudes and active human-wildlife conflict mitigation has been minimal or absent.

Translocations of lions are undertaken for a variety of reasons (Wolf and Ripple, 2018) and the tool can play an important role in re-establishing or augmenting depleted populations. However, unless translocations are properly planned, they can create an array of challenges for the lions to be translocated, and for local people and lions at the recipient site and in the worst case undermine conservation of lions and their habitat. Consequently, it is important to critically assess translocations in line with a set of key criteria to determine whether they are advisable. It should be acknowledged that conservation, as only one of a variety of motivations for the translocation of wildlife (i.e., lions), may ultimately be trumped by some other competing needs. This piece presents guidelines and arguments from the perspective of lion conservation and thus is to be used as a tool to bring clarity in the overall adjudication of the conservation value of lion translocations. Thus, we hope that in the future similarly detailed treatment is given to other aspects of lion translocations such as socio-economic and political considerations.
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